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In contrast to the cult of personality that
surrounds many artists, the artist collective et al.
(a Latin abbreviation for “and others”) operates
as an anonymous group, avoiding the effect an
artist’s biographical details can have on the way
their work is read.
In fact, so effective is this insistence on
anonymity, and so embedded is it in their work,
that any attempt at biographical explanation
quickly becomes a consideration of what they do
rather than who they are.
For more than 20 years, a growing list of
personas and entities have contributed to their

body of work, including p. mule, l. budd, merit
gröting and popular productions, defying art
historians and museum staff who rely on the
documentation of an artist’s career, and dodging
the assumptions that come with gender,
generation or culturally specific names. In 2000
this group of alter egos was combined under the
catch-all moniker et al., later reinforced by a 2009
retrospective exhibition from “The Estate of L.
Budd”, seemingly confirming that this particular
individual entity, “active c. 1992-2000”, had been
terminated. One can imagine museum registrars
throughout the country pondering how to update
their databases accordingly.
Preferring to deal with uncertainty and
contradiction, the collective’s work is anything but
didactic – unless it is ironically so – favouring the
obfuscatory rhetoric of contemporary politics and
institutional jargon. Dim lighting, erratic
machinery, deep soundtracks, layered voices and a
predilection for white-washing found materials in
grey paint all contribute to a dense environment
where nothing is clearly stated in “black and
white”. It is hard to tell whether et al.’s multi-media
installations, with scrawled slogans and chanting
manifestos, most resemble the remains of a
strange testing site or re-education centre; whether
they serve nefarious or benign intentions;
brain-washing or behavioural conditioning? The
shadowy existence of cult groups, political
organisations, corporate activities and religious
extremism all blur into variations of fundamentalist
activity, especially in a post 9–11 world. This
schizophrenic and confusing barrage of mixed
messages, ideologies and noise, and how we
choose to negotiate what we perceive as truth, is
no different to the paranoid everyday environment
from which we negotiate our own belief systems.

When selected as New Zealand’s representative
for the 2005 Venice Biennale, et al.’s enigmatic
personae caused a fuss among local media who
became frustrated at not being able to run
personality-driven, interview-based stories with
catchy sound-bites. Unable to get past this
stumbling block, most media were still unable to
shift their attention to an accurate discussion of
the collective’s work. Many explored objections to
the installation of a “donkey on a dunny”, an
erroneous reference to an earlier work not
exhibited at Venice that featured subterranean
recordings of Pacific nuclear tests. Conveniently, it
is exactly this kind of manipulative misinformation
that the artists sought to critique with their project
The Fundamental Practice, and so recordings of
misguided MPs and a ranting Paul Holmes became
ideal fodder for their project.
The Fundamental Practice followed on from
2003’s abnormal mass delusions?, a large
retrospective that occupied most of the GovettBrewster Art Gallery and was then re-constituted for
the 2004 Walters Prize as restricted access. While
The Fundamental Practice continued to evolve in
exhibitions leading up to (and after) the Venice
Biennale, not that the media noticed, the decision to
send et al. to Venice was vindicated when Walters
Prize judge Robert Storr, also the director of the 2007
biennale, awarded et al. first prize.
Commenting on the work, he said “there is the
tendency to dichotomise – to say the mind is
separated from feeling. But in this case, the
challenge to think is also backed by a whole series
of other factors… You are put in a situation where
you have to do two things that the world would like
you not to do simultaneously – to make sense of
something and also absorb it.”
Andrew Clifford

articles, chapters in books, entries in reference
works, and reviews on a wide range of Australian
and New Zealand writers. A landmark
achievement was his editing of The Oxford History
of New Zealand Literature in English (1991, revised
1998). If, as Michael King asserted in a review, the
History “is as close to perfection as such a book
can come”, this is largely because of Terry’s sense
of what a new account of our literary history
should be – one responsive to broadening concepts
of literature and alert to the cultural contexts in
which it was produced.
Terry’s reading for his own pioneering survey of
“Popular Fiction” in the History aroused his interest in
an internationally best-selling New Zealand novelist
of 1900–45, whose stirring adventure stories were
innovative in challenging the pieties of empire. The
result was his fascinating critical biography An
Unsettled Spirit: The Life and Frontier Fiction of Edith
Lyttleton (G. B. Lancaster) (AUP, 2003).
Terry was heavily involved in arts administration,
chairing the Literary Fund Advisory Committee
from1982 until he negotiated the transfer of its

functions to the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council in
1988, and then chairing the new body’s Literature
Committee. Later, from 1997 to 2001, he served as
the first Convenor of the Humanities Panel of the
Marsden Fund. He had two three-year periods as a
highly effective Head of Department. His countless
contributions to the running of the University included
acting as Assistant Pro-Vice Chancellor (Maori),
Associate Dean of Arts (Research), and (for ten years)
Senate Representative on Research Committee.
In 1990 Terry was awarded a CBE for services to
New Zealand literature. His mastery of his field, his
assiduous work with Government organisations, his
support of this country’s authors, and his
staunchness in furthering, without self-interest, the
literary, academic, and social values to which he
was committed won him the respect and affection
not only of his Auckland colleagues but of scholars,
writers, and administrators throughout New
Zealand and overseas. He made a lasting
contribution to his discipline and to his country.
Born in Auckland in 1941, of British, German,
and Maori descent (Ngati Rakaipaka of Ngati

Kahungunu), Terry is survived by his wife Linda and
his sons Jonathan, Mark, and Tim.
Mac Jackson
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